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LAPLACE-BELTRAMI OPERATORS ON NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI
HYUNSU HA AND RAPHAE¨L PONGE
Abstract. In this paper, we construct Laplace-Beltrami operators associated with arbitrary
Riemannian metrics on noncommutative tori of any dimension. These operators enjoy the main
properties of the Laplace-Beltrami operators on ordinary Riemannian manifolds. The construc-
tion takes into account the non-triviality of the group of modular automorphisms. On the way
we introduce notions of Riemannian density and Riemannian volumes for noncommutative tori.
1. Introduction
Noncommutative tori are probably the most of well known examples of noncommutative spaces.
For instance, noncommutative 2-tori arise from actions on circles by irrational rotations. Following
the seminal work of Connes-Tretkoff [7] and Connes-Moscovici [6], a very active current trend in
noncommutative geometry is the building of a differential geometric apparatus on noncommutative
tori that take into account the non-triviality of their modular automorphism groups (see, e.g.,
[5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 29]). So far the main focus has been mostly
on conformal deformations of the flat Euclidean metric or products of such metrics. There is a
general notion of general metric on noncommutative tori due to Rosenberg [29]. In particular,
the analogue of Levi-Civita theorem holds (see [29]). Numerous important results in Riemannian
geometry and spectral geometry arise from the analysis of the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting
on functions on a closed Riemannian manifolds. Therefore, it seems only timely to construct
Laplace-Beltrami operators associated with arbitrary Riemannian metrics. This is precisely the
main goal of this article.
We refer to Section 9 for the full details of the construction of the Laplace-Beltrami operators
on noncommutative tori. The construction is actually carried out for arbitrary Hermitian metrics
and positive densities on noncommutative tori, which is a bit more general. Anyway, the point is
that the Laplace-Beltrami operators on noncommutative tori satisfy the main classical properties
of Laplace-Beltrami operators on closed manifolds. In particular, they are selfadjoint elliptic dif-
ferential operators (see Proposition 9.3 and Proposition 9.12). As a result, they enjoy the usual
elliptic regularity properties (Proposition 9.11). At the spectral level, the spectra are unbounded
discrete sets that consist of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities (see Proposition 9.12) and we
have orthonormal bases of smooth eigenvectors (Proposition 9.14). We also describe the transfor-
mation of Laplace-Beltrami operators under conformal changes of metrics (see Proposition 9.8).
In particular, in dimension 2 we obtain a conformal covariance which is the very analogue of the
well known conformal covariance of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Riemannian surfaces.
Denoting by Aθ the noncommutative torus associated with a skew-symmetric n ˆ n matrix
θ, the corresponding space of vector fields Xθ is the left Aθ-module generated by the canonical
derivations B1, . . . , Bn of Aθ. The Hermitian metrics on Xθ are in one-to-one correspondence with
positive invertible element matrices h “ phijq in MnpAθq. A Riemann metric is given by such a
matrix g “ pgijq with the further requirement that its entries and those of its inverse g´1 “ pgijq
are selfadjoint. A class of Riemann metrics of special interest consists of the self-compatible metrics
g “ pgijq for which the entries gij mutually commute with each other. This includes the conformal
deformations of the Euclidean flat metric considered by many authors and the functional metrics
considered of [18]. We refer to Section 4 for a more detailed account on Riemannian metrics on
noncommutative tori.
The research for this article was partially supported by NRF grants 2013R1A1A2008802 and
2016R1D1A1B01015971 (South Korea).
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As mentioned above the Laplace-Beltrami operators on noncommutative tori enjoy the main
properties of their counter-parts on ordinary manifolds, their constructions bear a few differences
due to the noncommutativity of noncommutative tori. The main influx of this noncommutativity
concerns the construction of the relevant inner products for involved in the definition the Laplace-
Beltrami operators. In the commutative case the relevant inner products are constructed out
of Hermitian metrics and positive densities. The latter are given by integration against positive
functions. Analogously, a positive density on Aθ is given by a positive invertible element ν P Aθ
and its associated weight,
(1.1) ϕνpuq “ τ ruνs, u P Aθ,
where τ is the (standard) normalized trace ofAθ. This allows us to carry out the GNS construction
and get a ˚-representation of Aθ in the Hilbert space Hν that arises from the completion of Aθ
with respect to the inner product,
xu|vyν :“ ϕνpv˚uq “ τpuνv˚q, u, v P Aθ.
Due to the noncommutativity of Aθ, the weight ϕν is not a trace (unless ν is a scalar). As
a result the right multiplication of Aθ does not provide us with a ˚-representation on Hν of the
opposite algebra Aoθ, i.e., a have a non-trivial group of modular automorphisms. As in [6, 7] this
is fixed by using the inner automorphism,
σνpuq “ ν 12uν´ 12 , u P Aθ.
In other words, we obtain a ˚-representation of Aoθ in the Hilbert space Hoν associated with the
completion with respect to the inner product,
(1.2) xu|vyoν :“ ϕνpuv˚q “ xσνpvq|σνpvqyν , u, v P Aθ.
In particular,∆puq “ σ2νpuq “ νuν´1 and Jpuq “ σνpu˚q are the modular operator and anti-linear
involution provided by Tomita-Takesaki theory. In some sense, the bulk of the construction of
the Laplace-Beltrami operators is the accounting of the modular automorphism group. In fact,
this accounting is necessary in order to obtain Laplace-Beltrami operators that are differential
operators.
The space of differential forms Ω1θ on Aθ is defined as the dual module of the module of vector
fields Xθ. As Xθ is a left Aθ-module, we obtain a right Aθ-module and the canonical derivations
B1, . . . , Bn gives rise to a dual basis θ1, . . . , θn of Ω1θ. The differential d : Aθ Ñ Ω1θ is then given by
du “ θ1B1puq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` θnBnpuq, u P Aθ.
By duality any Hermitian metric h “ phijq gives rise a Hermitian metric ph´1qt “ phjiq on Ω1θ.
In addition, the basis θ1, . . . , θn gives rise to a left Aθ-module structure on Ω
1
θ (see Section 8).
Given any positive density ν P Aθ, this allows us to lift the modular inner automorphism σν to
Ω1θ. Much in the same way as in (1.2), we then can equip Ω
1
θ with the inner product,
xω|ζyoh,ν “ ϕν rpσνpωq, σνpζqqs , ω, ζ P Ω1θ.
There is a natural notion of divergence of vector fields in Xθ associated with the positive density
ν (see Section 8). By duality this gives rise to a divergence operator δ : Ω1θ Ñ Aθ. As usual, the
divergence operator yields the formal adjoint of the differential d on Ω1θ; in our setting this is
with respect to the inner products x¨|¨yoν and x¨|¨yoh,ν described above (see Proposition 8.12). The
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆h,ν : Aθ Ñ Aθ is then defined by
(1.3) ∆h,νu “ ´δpduq, u P Aθ.
This is the usual definition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator (up to the sign convention). It can
be further shown (cf. Proposition 9.3) that we have
(1.4) ∆h,νu “ ´ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`?
νhij
?
νBjpuq
˘
, u P Aθ.
This is the usual formula for the Laplace-Beltrami operator, except for the replacement of the
term hijν by
?
νhij
?
ν, which accounts for the noncommutativity of Aθ.
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In order to define the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with a Riemannian metric we only
need to define the analogue of the Riemannian density. If g “ pgijpxqq is a Riemannian metric on
an ordinary torus, or more generally on any ordinary manifold, the Riemannian density is given
νgpxq “
a
detpgpxq. Thus, in order to define the analogue of the Riemannian density for Aθ we
need a notion of determinant for positive invertible elements of MnpAθq. The As Aθ is not a
commutative ring, we cannot define the determinant in the usual way. Following the approach
of Fuglede-Kadison [17] we define the determinant of a positive invertible matrix h “ phijq in
MnpAθq by
detphq “ exp `Tr “ log h‰˘ ,
where log h P MnpAθq is defined by holomorphic functional calculus and Tr : MnpAθq Ñ Aθ is
the usual matrix “trace” on MnpAθq. This defines a positive invertible element of Aθ. When h
is self-compatible we recover the usual determinant (see Corollary 6.6). We refer to Section 6,
for a description of the main properties of this determinant. We stress that, due to the noncom-
mutativity of Aθ, the matrix trace Tr is not actually a trace, and so this determinant cannot
be multiplicative (compare [17]). However, we still have some instances of multiplicativity (see
Proposition 6.9 and Proposition 6.10).
Given any Riemannian metric g “ pgijq on Aθ, its determinant detpgq is a positive element of
Aθ. This allows us to define the Riemannian density by
νpgq :“
a
detpgq.
As in (1.1) this gives rise to a weight ϕg :“ ϕνpgq, called Riemannian weight. The Riemannian
volume then is
VolgpAθq :“ ϕgp1q “ τ rνpgqs .
We refer to Section 7 for the main properties of Riemannian densities and Riemannian volumes
and the computations of a few examples.
Given a Riemannian metric g “ pgijq on Aθ, its Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆g : Aθ Ñ Aθ is
the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆h,ν given by (1.3)–(1.4) with h
ij “ gij and ν “ νpgq, where gij
are the entries of g´1. In particular, when g is a self-compatible metric, it can be shown that we
have
∆gu “ ´νpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`
gijνpgqBjpuq
˘
, u P Aθ.
This is the full analogue of the usual formula for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a Riemannian
manifold. When n “ 2 and g is a conformal deformation of the Euclidean flat metric we recover the
conformally deformed Laplacian of Connes-Tretkoff [7] up to unitary equivalence (see Example 9.6).
As mentioned above, the Laplace-Beltrami operators on noncommutative tori enjoy the main
properties of Laplace-Beltrami operators on ordinary Riemannian manifolds. Therefore, it stands
for reason to expect that many of well-known spectral geometry results related to Laplace-Beltrami
operators on Riemannian manifolds should have analogues for noncommutative tori. Instances of
such results are analogues for noncommutative tori of Weyl’ law and its local and microlocal
versions (see [26] and Remark 9.15). In addition, it would be important to extend the definition of
the differential d and the Laplace-Beltrami operator to operators on differential forms of any degree.
That is, we seek for a de Rham complex and Hodge Laplacians on noncommutative tori so as to
have a full Hodge theory on noncommutative tori. Note that, here again, the noncommutativity
of noncommutative tori prevent us form defining higher degree differential forms in the usual way.
This paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we review the main definitions regarding
noncommutative tori. In Section 3, we review some facts on positive elements and Hermitian
modules in the setting of smooth ˚-algebras. In Section 4, after setting up the definition of a
Riemannian metric for noncommutative tori, we exhibit a few examples and introduce a notion
of conformal equivalence for such metrics. In Section 5, after discussing the noncommutative
analogues of positive densities on noncommutative tori, we explain how this enables us to define
Hermitian inner products on Hermitian modules over noncommutative tori. In Section 6, we define
the determinant of positive invertible matrices in MmpAθq, establish some of its properties, and
compute some examples. In Section 7, we introduce Riemannian densities and Riemann volumes
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for arbitrary Riemannian metrics on noncommutative toris and check their main properties. In
Section 8, we describe the bimodule of differential 1-forms on noncommutative toris and introduce
a divergence operator on this bimodule. In Section 9, we define and study the main properties of
Laplace-Beltrami operators associated with arbitrary Hermitian metrics and positive densities on
noncommutative tori.
Acknowlegements. The authors would like to thank Yang Liu, Ed McDonald, Fedor Sukochev,
and Dmitriy Zanin for discussions related to the subject matter of this paper. R.P. also thanks Uni-
versity of New South Wales (Sydney, Australia) and University of Que´bec at Montre´al (Canada)
for their hospitality during the preparation of this manuscript.
2. Noncommutative tori
In this section, we recall the main definitions and properties of noncommutative tori. We refer
to [4, 20, 27, 28] and the references therein for a more comprehensive account.
Throughout this chapter, we let θ “ pθjkq be a real anti-symmetric nˆ n-matrix (n ě 2). Let
Tn “ Rn{p2πZqn be the ordinary n-torus and L2pTnq the Hilbert space space of L2-functions on
Tn equipped with the inner product,
(2.1) xξ|ηy “ p2πq´n
ż
Tn
ξpxqηpxqdx, ξ, η P L2pTnq.
For j “ 1, . . . , n let Uj : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq be the unitary operator given by
pUjξq pxq “ eixjξ px` πθjq , ξ P L2pTnq,
where θj is the j-th column vector of θ. We then have the relations,
UkUj “ e2iπθjkUjUk, j, k “ 1, . . . , n.
The noncommutative torus Aθ is the C
˚-algebra generated by the unitaries U1, . . . , Un.
A dense subspace of Aθ is the span A
0
θ of the unitaries,
Uk :“ Uk1
1
¨ ¨ ¨Uknn , k “ pk1, . . . , knq P Zn.
When θ “ 0 each unitary Uj is simply the multiplication by eixj . Thus, in this case A0θ is the
space of trigonometric polynomials and Aθ is precisely the C
˚-algebra of continuous functions on
Tn.
The action of Rn on Tn by translation yields a unitary representation sÑ Vs of Rn given by
pVsξq pxq “ ξpx` sq, ξ P L2pTnq, s P Rn.
We then get an action ps, T q Ñ αspT q of Rn on LpL2pTnqq given by
αspT q “ VsTV ´1s , T P LpL2pTnqq, s P Rn.
In particular, we have
(2.2) αspUkq “ eis¨kUk, k P Zn.
This last property implies that the C˚-algebra Aθ is preserved by the action of R
n. In fact, the
induced action on Aθ is continuous, and so the triple pAθ,Rn, αq is a C˚-dynamical system.
The smooth noncommutative torus Aθ is the sub-algebra of smooth elements of the C
˚-dynamical
system pAθ,Rn, αq. That is,
Aθ :“ tu P Aθ; αspuq P C8pRn;Aθqu .
In particular, all the unitaries Uk, k P Zn, are contained in Aθ. When θ “ 0 we recover the algebra
of smooth function on Tn. The action of Rn on Aθ is infinitesimally generated by the canonical
derivations B1, . . . , Bn given by
Bjpuq “ Bsjαspuq|s“0, u P Aθ,
In terms of the generators U1, . . . , Un we have
(2.3) BjpUjq “ iUj and BjpUkq “ 0 when j ‰ k.
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Moreover, we have
(2.4) Bjpu˚q “ Bjpuq˚, u P Aθ.
The derivations B1, . . . , Bn commute with each other. For α P Nn0 set Bα “ Bα11 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bαnn . The
semi-norms u Ñ }Bαpuq} generate a locally convex space topology on Aθ. This turns Aθ into
a Fre´chet ˚-algebra. This is even a good Fre´chet algebra in the sense that the set of invertible
elements is open and the inverse map u Ñ u´1 is continuous. As a result Aθ is closed under
holomorphic functional calculus. This is even a pre-C˚-algebra in the sense of [19], and so all the
matrix algebras MmpAθq are closed under holomorphic functional calculus as well.
Let τ : LpL2pTnqq Ñ C be the state defined by the constant function 1, i.e.,
τpT q “ xT 1|1y “ p2πq´n
ż
Tn
pT 1qpxqdx, T P L `L2pTnq˘ .
In particular, we have
τp1q “ 0, τpUkq “ 0 when k ‰ 0.
This induces a tracial state on the C˚-algebra Aθ. Moreover, for j “ 1, . . . , n, we have
τ rBjpuqs “ 1 @u P Aθ,(2.5)
τ ruBjpvqs “ ´τ rBjpuqvs @u, v P Aθ.(2.6)
Let x¨|¨y be the sesquilinear form on Aθ defined by
(2.7) xu|vy “ τ pv˚uq , u, v P Aθ.
The family tUk; k P Znu is orthonormal with respect to this sesquilinear form, and so we obtain
a pre-inner product on the dense subspace A0θ. The Hilbert space Hθ is the completion of A
0
θ
with respect to this pre-inner product. Moreover, the multiplication of A0θ uniquely extends to a
continuous bilinear map Aθ ˆ Hθ Ñ Hθ which provides us with a unital ˚-representation of Aθ
into LpHθq. This is precisely the GNS representation of Aθ associated with τ .
As tUk; k P Znu is an orthonormal (Hilbert) basis, for every u P Hθ, we have a unique series
decomposition in Hθ,
(2.8) u “
ÿ
kPZn
ukU
k, uk :“
@
u|UkD “ τ“pUkq˚u‰.
When θ “ 0 we recover the usual Fourier series decomposition in L2pTnq. The inclusion of A0θ
into Hθ uniquely extends to continuous inclusions of Aθ and Aθ into Hθ. In terms of the series
decomposition (2.8) the elements of Aθ are exactly the elements of Hθ for which the sequence of
coefficients pukqkPZn has rapid decay. This gives a very concrete description of Aθ.
3. Positivity and Hermitian Modules
In this section, we review some facts on positive elements and Hermitian modules in the setting
of smooth algebras. This also includes a discussion of Hermitian free modules over noncommutative
tori.
3.1. Positivity and holomorphic functional calculus. In what follows we let A be a unital
˚-subalgebra of some C˚-algebra A such that A is closed under holomorphic functional calculus
(e.g., A is a pre-C˚-algebra in the sense of [19]). This implies that the invertible group A´1 of A
agrees with A´1 XA, and so for all x P A, we have
(3.1) Sppxq “ tλ P C; x´ λ R A´1u “ tλ P C; x´ λ R A´1u.
Let A` be the cone of positive elements of A, i.e., selfadjoint elements with non-negative
spectrum. Recall that
A` “ tx˚x; x P Au “ tx2; x P A, x˚ “ xu.
As usual, given x, y P A, we shall write x ě y when x ´ y P A`. In particular, x ě 0 iff x P A`.
More generally, if c P R, then x ě c iff x is selfadjoint and its spectrum is contained in rc,8q.
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In what follows we denote by A`` the set of positive elements of A that are invertible. Thus,
in view of (3.1), we have
(3.2) A`` “ A´1 XA` “ tx P A; x˚ “ x and Sppxq Ă p0,8qu.
Lemma 3.1. Let x be a normal element of A.
(i) If fpzq is any given holomorphic function near Sppxq such that fpSppxqq Ă p0,8q, then
fpxq P A``.
(ii) Assume that Sppxq Ă pc1, c2q, ci P R. Then there are y1 and y2 in A such that
c1 ` y˚1 y1 “ x “ c2 ´ y˚2 y2.
Proof. Let fpzq be a holomorphic function near Sppxq such that fpSppxqq Ă p0,8q. Then fpxq
is normal and has positive spectrum. Moreover, fpxq P A since A is closed under holomorphic
functional calculus. It then follows from (3.2) that fpxq P A``. This proves (i).
Suppose that Sppxq Ă pc1, c2q. Then Sppx ´ c1q Ă p0,8q, and so the function z Ñ
?
z is
holomorphic near Sppx´c1q and maps Sppx´c1q to p0,8q. Thus, by the first part y1 :“
?
x´ c1 is
an element of A``. In particular, this is a selfadjoint element of A such that x´c1 “ py1q2 “ y˚1 y1,
and hence x “ c1` y˚1 y1. Likewise, as Sppc2´ xq Ă p0,8q, if we set y2 “
?
c2 ´ x, then y2 P A``
and c2 ´ x “ py2q2 “ y˚2 y2. Thus, x “ c2 ´ y˚2 y2. The proof is complete. 
In this paper we will make use of the following consequence of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let x P A. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) x P A``.
(ii) There is c ą 0 such that x ě c.
(iii) There are y P A and c ą 0 such that x “ y˚y ` c.
Proof. As (ii) precisely means that x is selfadjoint and has positive spectrum, the equivalence
of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of (3.2). It is also immediate that (iii) implies (ii).
Conversely, if x ě c with c ą 0, then x is selfadjoint and its spectrum is contained in rc,8q.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1 there are y P A and c ą 0 such that x “ y˚y` c. Thus (ii) implies (iii).
The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.3. It follows from (ii) that, if x P A``, then x` y P A`` for all y P A, y ě 0.
Remark 3.4. It follows from (iii) that A`` does not depend on the embedding of A into A.
Moreover, as the proof above shows, in (iii) we may take y to be in A``.
3.2. Hermitian Modules. Let E be a left module over A. The dual E˚ :“ HomApE ,Aq inherits
a right action E˚ ˆA Q pω, xq Ñ ωx P E˚, where ωx is defined by
(3.3) xωx, ξy :“ xω, ξyx, ξ P E .
It will be convenient to think of E˚ as a left module over the opposite algebra Ao. That is, the
vector space A equipped with the opposite product,
x ˝ y :“ yx, x, y P A.
The involution of A is an anti-linear anti-automorphism of Ao as well, and so Ao is a ˚-algebra.
Moreover, Ao is closed under holomorphic functional calculus in the opposite C˚-algebra Ao.
In what follows, we denote by px, ωq Ñ xoω the left-action of Ao corresponding to the right-
action (3.3). That is,
xxoω, ξy “ xωx, ξy “ xω, ξy x “ x ˝ xω, ξy .
Definition 3.5. A Hermitian metric on a left A-module E is a map p¨, ¨q : E ˆ E Ñ A satisfying
the following properties:
(i) It is A-sesquilinear, i.e., pxξ, yηq “ x pξ, ηq y˚ for all ξ, η P E and x, y P A.
(ii) It is positive, i.e., pξ, ξq ě 0 for all ξ P E .
(iii) It is non-degenerate, i.e., the map E Q ξ Ñ p¨, ξq P E˚ is an anti-linear isomorphism.
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Remark 3.6. The conditions (i) and (ii) imply that
pη, ξq “ pξ, ηq˚ for all ξ, η P E .
Remark 3.7. anti-linearity in (iii) is meant in the following sense. Given ξ P E set ξ˚ :“ p¨, ξq P E˚,
so that xξ˚, ηy “ pη, ξq for all η P E . Then, we have
pxξq˚ “ ξ˚x˚ “ px˚qoξ˚ for all x P A.
Definition 3.8. A Hermitian module over A is a left module E over A equipped with a Hermitian
metric.
Example 3.9. Given any m ě 1, the free module Am is a Hermitian module with respect to
canonical Hermitian metric,
(3.4) pξ, ηq “
ÿ
1ďjďm
ξjη
˚
j , ξ “ pξjq, η “ pηjq.
By construction this is a positive sequilinear map. It is also non-degenerate, since the map
ξ Ñ p¨, ξq sends the canonical basis of Am to its dual basis.
Let pE , p¨, ¨qq be a Hermitian A-module. Given ξ P E set ξ˚ “ p¨, ξq P E˚. As above we regard
E˚ as a left Ao-module. By assumption ξ Ñ ξ˚ is an anti-linear isomorphism from E onto E˚.
Thus, given any ω P E˚, there is a unique ξω P E such that ω “ ξ˚ω. Let p¨, ¨q1 : E˚ ˆ E˚ Ñ A be
the map defined by
(3.5) pω, ζq1 :“ pξζ , ξωq , ω, ζ P E˚.
Equivalently, we have
pξ˚, η˚q1 “ pξ, ηq˚ for all ξ, η P E .
Lemma 3.10. pE˚, p¨, ¨q1q is a Hermitian Ao-module.
Proof. We just need to check that p¨, ¨q1 is a Hermitian metric. The sesquilinearity of p¨, ¨q and the
anti-linearity of the map ω Ñ ξω imply that p¨, ¨q1 is Ao-sesquilinear. Indeed, as ξxoω “ x˚ξω , for
all ω, ζ P E˚ and x, y P A, we have
pxoω, yoζq1 “ pξxoω, ξyoζq˚ “ px˚ξω , y˚ξζq˚ .
As px˚ξω, y˚ξζq “ x˚ pξω, ξζq y “ x˚rpω, ζq1s˚y “ ry˚ pω, ζq1 xs˚, we see that
pxoω, yoζq1 “ y˚ pω, ζq1 x “ x ˝ pω, ζq1 ˝ y˚.
This shows that p¨, ¨q is Ao-sesquilinear. Moreover, the positivity of p¨, ¨q implies that, for all
ω P E˚, we have pω, ωq1 “ pξω, ξωq˚ “ pξω , ξωq ě 0. That is, p¨, ¨q1 is positive.
It remains to show that p¨, ¨q1 is non-degenerate. Let E˚˚ “ HomAopE˚,Aoq be the bidual. This
is a left module over A with respect to the action Aˆ E˚˚ Q px, ζq Ñ xζ P E˚˚ given by
xxζ, ωy “ xζ, ωy ˝ x “ x xζ, ωy , ω P E˚.
Given any ω P E˚ we set ω˚ :“ p¨, ωq1 P E˚˚. We need to show that the map Ψ : ω Ñ ω˚ is an
anti-linear isomorphism from E˚ onto E˚˚. To see this let us denote by Φ the isomorphism ξ Ñ ξ˚
from E onto E˚ defined by p¨, ¨q. By duality we get an anti-linear transpose map Φt : E˚˚ Ñ E˚
given by @
Φtpζq, ηD :“ xζ,Φpηqy˚ “ xζ, η˚y˚ , ζ P E˚˚, η P E .
By functoriality we get an anti-linear isomorphism with inverse the transpose of Φ´1.
Bearing this in mind, let ω P E˚ and η P E . Then we have@
Φt ˝Ψpωq, ηD “ xω˚, η˚y˚ “ ”pη˚, ωq1ı˚ “ `ξη˚ , ξω˘ “ pη, ξωq “ xξ˚ω , ηy “ xω˚, ηy .
This shows that Φt ˝Ψ “ id, and so Ψ “ pΦtq´1. Thus, Ψ is an isomorphism, and hence p¨, ¨q1 is
non-degenarate. It then follows that p¨, ¨q1 is a Hermitian metric. The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.11. A standard elaboration of the arguments of the proof above shows that Ψ˝Φ agrees
with canonical map from E to E˚˚, and so E and its bidual are isomorphic left modules.
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3.3. Free Hermitian modules over Aθ. Given m ě 2 let MmpAθq be the ˚-algebra of mˆm-
matrices with entries in Aθ. The ˚-action of Aθ on Hθ naturally gives to a unitary action of
MmpAθq on the Hilbert space Hmθ “ Hθ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Hθ (m-summands). Equivalently, Hmθ is just the
completion of Amθ with respect to the pre-inner product,
(3.6) xξ|ηy “
ÿ
1ďiďm
xξi|ηiy “
ÿ
1ďiďm
τ rξiη˚i s “ τ rpξ, ηqs , ξ, η P Amθ ,
where p¨, ¨q is the canonical Hermitian metric (3.4). All this allows us to regard MmpAθq as a ˚-
subalgebra of the C˚-algebra LpHmq. In addition, MmpAθq is closed under holomorphic calculus
(see, e.g., [19, Proposition 3.39]).
We what follows we denote by GLmpAθq the invertible group of MmpAθq and by GL`mpAθq the
set of invertible positive elements. As MmpAθq is closed under holomorphic calculus (see, e.g., [19,
Proposition 3.39]), Lemma 3.2 provides us with characterizations of GL`mpAθq.
Note also that matrix multiplication gives rise to a right action pξ, aq Ñ ξa of MmpAθq on the
free Aθ-module A
m
θ , i.e., we get a left-action of the opposite algebraMmpAθqo. Namely, given any
ξ “ pξjq P Amθ and a “ paijq PMmpAθq, we have
ξa “ `ÿ
i
ξiaij
˘
1ďiďm
.
If we let a˚ “ pa˚jiq be the adjoint matrix of a, then, for all ξ, η P Amθ , we have
pξa, ηq “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ξiaijη
˚
j “
ÿ
1ďiďn
` ÿ
1ďjďn
ηja
˚
ij
˘ “ pξ, ηa˚q .
In particular, we see that
a “ a˚ ðñ pξa, ηq “ pξ, ηaq for all ξ, η P Aθ.
In what follows we denote by pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq the canonical basis of Amθ . Any Hermitian metric
p¨, ¨q1 on Amθ is uniquely determined by its coefficent matrix h “ phijq, where hij “ pǫi, ǫjqq,
1 ď i, j ď m. Indeed, by sequilinearity, for all ξ “ pξiq and η “ pηiq in Amθ , we have
(3.7) pξ, ηq1 “
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
pξiǫi, ηjǫjq1 “
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
ξipǫi, ǫjq1η˚j “
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
ξihijη
˚
j “ pξh, ηq .
Proposition 3.12. Let p¨, ¨q1 be a Hermitian metric on Amθ . Then its coefficient matrix is in
GL`mpAθq. Conversely, any h P GL`mpAθq defines a Hermitian metric p¨, ¨qh on Amθ given by
(3.8) pξ, ηqh :“ pξh, ηq “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ξihijηj , ξ “ pξjq, η “ pηjq.
This gives a one-to-one correspondance between GL`mpAθq and Hermitian metrics on Amθ .
Proof. Let p¨, ¨q1 be a Hermitian metric on Amθ and h “ phijq its coefficient matrix, with hij “
pǫi, ǫjq1. Note that hji “ pεj , εiq1 “ pεi, εjq˚1 “ h˚ij , and so h˚ “ h, i.e., h is selfadjoint. In
addition, let ξ “ pξiq be in Amθ , and set ξ˚ “ pξ˚i q. By using (3.6)–(3.7) and the fact that τ is a
trace we get
xhξ|ξy “ τ rphξ, ηqs “ τ“ÿ
i,j
hijξjξ
˚
i
‰ “ τ“ÿ
i,j
ξ˚i hijξj
‰ “ τ “`ξ˚, ξ˚q˘‰ .
The positivity of p¨, ¨q1 and τ then ensures us that xhξ|ξy ě 0. Combining this with the density of
Amθ in H
m
θ shows that xhξ|ξy ě 0 for all ξ P Hmθ . That is, h is positive.
Let us denote by Ψ the anti-linear isomorphism Amθ Q ξ Ñ p¨, ξq1 P pAmθ q˚ defined by the
Hermitian metric p¨, ¨q1. We also denote by Φ the canonical isomorphism ξ Ñ ξ˚ “ x¨, ξy. As h is
selfadjoint, given any ξ and η in Amθ , we have
(3.9) xΨpξq, ηy “ `η, ξ˘
1
“ pηh, ξq “ pη, ξhq “ xΦpξhq, ηy .
Thus, if we denote by ho the right action of h on Amθ , then Ψ “ Φ ˝ ho, i.e., ho “ Φ´1 ˝ Ψ. In
particular, ho is an invertible left module map, and so h is invertible in MmpAθq with inverse
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h´1 “ phijq, where hij :“ `Ψ´1 ˝ Φpεiq, εj˘, i, j “ 1, . . . ,m. This shows that h is invertible and
positive, i.e., it lies in GL`mpAθq.
Conversely, let h P GL`mpAθq. It is immediate that the map p¨, ¨qh defined by (3.8) is Aθ-
sesquilinear. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2 there are c ą 0 and b P MmpAθq such that h “ bb˚ ` c.
Thus, given any ξ PMmpAθq, we have
(3.10) pξ, ξqh “ pξh, ξq “ pξbb˚, ξq ` c pξ, ξq “ pξb, ξbq ` c pξ, ξq ě cpξ, ξq ě 0.
In particular, this shows that p¨, ¨qh is positive.
Let us now show that p¨, ¨qh is non-degenerate. Given ξ P Amθ , set ξ˚h “ p¨, ξq P pAmθ q˚. In the
same way as in (3.9), for all η P Amθ , we have
(3.11) xξ˚h , ηy “ pη, ξqh “ pηh, ξq “ pη, hξq “ xpξhq˚, ηy .
This shows that the map ξ Ñ ξ˚h is the composition of the right action by h on Amθ with the
anti-linear isomorphism ξ Ñ ξ˚. The right action by h is an invertible left module map, since h is
invertible. Therefore, the map ξ Ñ ξ˚h is an isomorphism, and so p¨, ¨qh is non-degenerate. As this
is a positive sesquilinear map, we see that p¨, ¨qh is a Hermitian metric. The proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.13. Let p¨, ¨q1 be a Hermitian metric on Amθ .
(i) There are c1 ą 0 and c2 ą 0 such that
(3.12) c1 pξ, ξq ď pξ, ξq1 ď c2 pξ, ξq @ξ P Amθ .
(ii) pξ, ξq1 P A``θ for all ξ P Cmz0.
Proof. Let h “ phijq be the coefficient matrix of the Hermitian metric p¨, ¨q1. We know by Propo-
sition 3.12 that h P GL`mpAθq. That is, h is selfadjoint and has positive spectrum. In particular,
Spphq Ă pc1, c2q with 0 ă c1 ă c2. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 there are bi PMmpAθq, i “ 1, 2, such that
c1 ` b1b˚1 “ h “ c2 ´ b2b˚2 . Let ξ P Amθ . The equality h “ c1 ` b1b˚1 implies that we have
(3.13) pξ, ξq1 “ pξh, ξq “ c1 pξ, ξq ` pξb1b˚1 , ξq “ c1 pξ, ξq ` pξb1, ξb1q ě c1 pξ, ξq .
Likewise, by using the equality h “ c2 ´ b2b˚2 we get pξ, ξq1 “ pξh, ξq “ c2 pξ, ξq ´ pξb2, ξb2q, and
so pξ, ξq1 ď c2 pξ, ξq. This gives (3.12).
In order to get (ii) we just note that that if ξ P Cmz0, then (3.13) gives pξ, ξq1 ě c1 pξ, ξq “ c1|ξ|2.
As c1|ξ|2 ą 0 it then follows from Lemma 3.2 that pξ, ξq1 P A``θ . The proof is complete. 
Given any left module E over Aθ, we shall say that two Hermitian metrics p¨, ¨q1 and p¨, ¨q2 on
E are equivalent when there are constants c1 ą 0 and c2 ą 0 such that
c1 pξ, ξq1 ď pξ, ξq2 ď c2 pξ, ξq1 @ξ P E .
For instance, the first part of Corollary 3.13 asserts that all Hermitian metrics onAmθ are equivalent
to the canonical Hermitian metric (3.4). More generally, we have the following.
Corollary 3.14. Assume that E is a finitely generated left module over Aθ. Then all Hermitian
metrics on E are equivalent.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that E “ Amθ e, with e P MmpAθq, e2 “ e,
m ě 1. It is then enough to observe that every Hermitian metric on Amθ e is the restriction of
a Hermitian metric on Amθ , and hence is equivalent to the restriction of the canonical Hermitian
metric. The proof is complete. 
4. Riemannian Metrics on Noncommutative Tori
In this section, we recall the definition of Riemannian metrics on noncommutative tori by
Rosenberg [29]. Our definition slightly differs from Rosenberg’s original definition. We also present
a few examples and introduce a notion of conformal equivalence of Riemannian metrics.
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4.1. Riemannian metrics. The left action of Aθ on itself gives rise to a left action on the
algebra LpAθq of continuous endomorphisms on Aθ. This is allows us to regard LpAθq as a left
Aθ-module. Note that the canonical derivations B1, . . . , Bn are linearly independent in LpAθq.
Indeed, if
ř
j a
jBj “ 0 with aj P Aθ, then (2.3) ensures us that, for j “ 1, . . . , n, we have
0 “ řl alδlpUjq “ iajUj , and hence a1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ an “ 0.
Definition 4.1 ([29]). Xθ is the free left Aθ-module generated by the derivations B1, . . . , Bn.
We shall think of Xθ as the module of vector fields on Aθ. The coordinate system on Xθ
defined by B1, . . . , Bn gives rise to an Aθ-module isomorphism Anθ » Xθ under which pB1, . . . , Bnq
corresponds to the canonical basis of Anθ . Under this identification we have a one-to-one cor-
respondance between Hermitian metrics on Amθ and Xθ. Combining this with Proposition 3.12
we then obtain a one-to-one correspondance between GL`n pAθq and Hermitian metrics on Xθ.
Namely, any Hermitian metric p¨, ¨q is uniquely determined by its coefficient matrix h “ phijq,
with hij “ pBi, Bjq, so that, for all X “
ř
iX
iBi and Y “
ř
i Y
iBi in Xθ, we have
(4.1) pX,Y q “
ÿ
i,j
X i pBi, Bjq pY jq˚ “
ÿ
i,j
X ihijpY jq˚.
The coefficient matrix h is an element of GL`n pAθq. Conversely, any h P GL`n pAθq defines this way
a Hermitian metric p¨, ¨qh on Xθ.
On an ordinary manifold M a Riemannian metric on a given manifold M is a Hermitian
metric p¨, ¨q on the complexified tangent space TCM that takes real values on real vector fields.
Equivalently, in any local coordinates, the coefficients
`Bxi , Bxj˘ are real-valued.
The analogue of this condition for a Hermitian metric p¨, ¨q on Xθ is requiring the coefficients
pBi, Bjq to be selfadjoint. That is, the matrix of the Hermitian metric has selfadjoint entries. This
yields the definition of a Riemannian metric in [29]. There is a slight issue with this condition
since we would like the inverse matrix to satisfy the same condition, so as to have a dual Hermitian
metric on forms to have selfadjoint values on “real” 1-forms (see Section 8). As it turns out, the
inverse of a positive invertible matrix with selfdajoint entries need not have selfadjoint entries.
For instance, consider a 2ˆ 2-matrix of the form,
h “
ˆ
1 a
0 b
˙˚ˆ
1 a
0 b
˙
“
ˆ
1 a
a a2 ` b2
˙
,
where a and b are selfadjoint elements of Aθ and b is invertible. Then h has inverse
h´1 “
ˆ
1` ab´2a ´ab´2
´b´2a b´2
˙
In particular, the off-diagonal entries of h´1 cannot be selfadjoint when ra, bs ‰ 0.
In what follows we denote by ARθ the real subspace of selfadjoint elements of Aθ and denote by
MmpARθ q, m ě 2, the real space of mˆm matrices with entries in ARθ .
Definition 4.2. GLmpARθ q, m ě 2, consists of matrices h P GLmpAθq such that h and h´1 both
have selfadjoint entries.
Definition 4.3. GL`mpARθ q, m ě 2, consists of matrices in GLmpARθ q that are positive.
Remark 4.4. If a “ paijq PMmpARθ q and a is selfadjoint, then aji “ a˚ij “ aij , i.e., the matrix a is
symmetric. In particular, all the elements of GL`mpARθ q are symmetric matrices.
Definition 4.5 (compare [29]). A Riemannian metric on Aθ is any Hermitian metric on Xθ whose
coefficient matrix is in GL`n pARθ q.
We have a one-to-one correspondance between GL`n pARθ q and Riemannian metrics on Aθ given
by (4.1). As above, given any g P GL`n pARθ q, we shall denote by the p¨, ¨qg the corresponding
Riemannian metric, i.e.,
pX,Y qg “
ÿ
i,j
X igijpY jq˚, X “
ÿ
i
X iBi, Y “
ÿ
i
Y iBi.
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We shall use this correspondance to identify Riemannian metrics and their matrices.
On an ordinary manifold M two Riemannian metrics g and gˆ are conformally equivalent when
they define same angles between vectors in each tangent space TxM , x P M . Equivalently, there
is a function kpxq P C8pMq such that gˆ “ kpxq2g.
Definition 4.6. We say that two Riemannian metrics with respective matrices g “ pgijq and
gˆ “ pgˆijq are conformally equivalent when there is k P A``θ such that gˆ “ kgk “ pkgijkq.
4.2. Examples. Let us now look at a few examples of Riemannian metrics.
Conformal deformations of flat metrics. The Euclidean metric is gij “ δij . Connes-Tretkoff [7]
considered conformal deformations of this metric, i.e., metrics of the form,
(4.2) gij “ k2δij , k P A``θ .
Such metrics have been considered in various subsequent papers as well (see, e.g., [6, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25]). As in [18] we may also consider conformal deformations of more general
flat metrics,
(4.3) gij “ k2g0ij , pg0ijq P GL`n pRq, k P A``.
Product metrics. A product metric is of the form,
g “
ˆ
gp1q 0
0 gp2q
˙
, gpjq P GL`mj pARθ q.
A special class of such metrics are products of conformal deformations of Euclidean metrics,
g “
ˆ
k21Im1 0
0 k2
2
Im2
˙
, kj P A``θ , k1 ‰ k2.
Here Imj is the mj ˆmj-identity matrix. Similar kind of metrics have been considered in [5, 10,
8, 22].
Self-compatible Riemannian metrics.
Definition 4.7. Two matrices a “ paijq P MppAθq and b “ pbklq P MqpAθq are compatible
when each entry of a commutes with every entry of b, i.e., raij, bkls “ 0 for i, j “ 1, . . . p and
k, l “ 1, . . . , q. A matrix a PMmpAθq is self-compatible when it is compatible with itself.
Lemma 4.8. Let a “ paijq P MppAθq and b “ pbklq P MqpAθq be compatible. Then, for every
holomorphic function f1 near Sppaq and every holomorphic function f2 near Sppbq, the matrices
f1paq and f2pbq are compatible.
Proof. By assumption ra, bkls “ 0 for k, l “ 1, . . . , p. Thus, given any holomorphic function f1 near
Sppaq, the coefficients bkl also commute with the matrix f1paq, i.e., f1paq and b are compatible.
Substituting b for a and f1paq for b also shows that, given any holomorphic function f2 near Sppbq,
the matrices f2pbq and f1paq are compatible. The proof is complete. 
Lemma 4.9. Let g P GL`mpAθq XMmpARθ q be self-compatible. Then g P GL`mpARθ q.
Proof. Set g´1 “ pgijq and h “ pg´1qt. As g is selfadjoint, its inverse g´1 is selfadjoint, and so the
pi, jq-entry of h is hij “ gji “ pgijq˚. Moreover, as g is self-compatible, it follows from Lemma 4.8
that g and g´1 are compatible, and so g and h are compatible as well. In addition, by Remark 4.4
the fact that g is selfadjoint and has selfadjoint metrics implies that g is symmetric. Bearing all
this mind we see that the pi, jq-entry of gh is equal toÿ
1ďkďm
gikhkj “
ÿ
1ďkďm
hkjgik “
ÿ
1ďkďm
gjkgki “ δji.
Thus, gh “ 1, and so h “ g´1. As hij “ pgijq˚, this shows that the entries of g´1 are selfadjoint,
and hence g P GL`mpARθ q. The proof is complete. 
We mention the following consequence of Lemma 4.9.
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Lemma 4.10. Let g P GL`mpARθ q and u P GLmpAθqXMmpARθ q be compatible and self-compatible.
Then utgu P GL`mpARθ q.
Proof. Set h “ utgu. As u has selfadjoint entries, its adjoint is ut, and so h “ u˚gu is both
invertible and positive, i.e., utgu P GL`mpAθq. The pi, jq-entry of h is hij “
ř
k,l ukigklulj . The
assumption that g and u are compatible self-compatible matrices then ensures us that h is self-
compatible. Moreover, as the entries of g and u are selfadjoint, we also have
h˚ij “
` ÿ
1ďk,lďm
ukigklulj
˘˚ “ ÿ
1ďk,lďm
uljgkluki “
ÿ
1ďk,lďm
ukigklulj “ hij .
Therefore, we see that h is a self-compatible element of GL`mpAθqXMmpARθ q. It then follows from
Lemma 4.9 that h P GL`mpARθ q. The proof is complete. 
Definition 4.11. A self-compatible Riemannian metric is a Riemannian metric whose matrix is
self-compatible.
Remark 4.12. As it follows from Lemma 4.9, a Hermitian metric on Xθ is a self-compatible
Riemannian metric if and only if its matrix has selfadjoint entries and is self-compatible.
Example 4.13. Conformal deformations of flat metrics as in (4.2)–(4.3) are self-compatible Rie-
mannian metrics.
Example 4.14. The functional metrics introduced in [18] are also examples of self-compatible
Riemannian metrics. They are metrics of the form,
gij “ gijphq,
where h P Aθ and t Ñ pgijptqq is a smooth map from a neighborhood of Spphq in R to GL`n pRq.
This construction uses the observation that Aθ is closed under the C
8-calculus of its selfadjoint
elements.
Taking conformal deformations of self-compatible metrics and products of such metrics provides
us with further examples of Riemannian metrics. These metrics are of the form,
g “
¨
˚˝k1g
p1qk1
. . .
kℓg
pℓqkℓ
˛
‹‚,
where kj P A``θ and gpjq P GL`mj pAθq XMmj pAθq is self-compatible. All the previous examples
of Riemannian metrics of this section are of this form.
5. Densities and Inner Products on Hermitian Modules
In this section, after discussing the noncommutative analogues of densities on Aθ, we explain
how this enables us to define Hermitian inner products on Hermitian modules over Aθ.
5.1. Densities on noncommutative tori. On the ordinary torus Tn a positive density (in the
sense of differential geometry) is given by the integration against a positive function. The analogous
notion on the noncommutative torus Aθ is given by elements in A
``
θ and the corresponding
weights. Namely, any ν P A``θ defines a weight ϕν : Aθ Ñ C by
(5.1) ϕνpxq “ τpxνq, x P Aθ.
This is a weight since ϕνpx˚xq “ τpx˚xνq “ τ rpx
?
νq˚px?νqs ě 0. In the terminology of [6, 7]
such a weight is called a conformal weight.
Lemma 5.1. For all x P A`θ , we have
(5.2) }ν´1}´1τpxq ď ϕνpxq ď }ν}τpxq.
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Proof. As ν is invertible and positive, this is a selfadjoint element whose spectrum is contained in
r}ν´1}´1, }ν}s, and so }ν´1}´1 ď ν ď }ν}. Let x P Aθ. Then }ν´1}´1xx˚ ď xνx˚ ď }ν}xx˚. As τ
is a positive, the second inequality implies that we have
}ν}τpx˚xq “ }ν}τpxx˚q ě τpxνx˚q “ τpx˚xνq “ ϕνpx˚xq
Likewise, we have }ν´1}´1τpx˚xq ď ϕνpx˚xq. This shows that the inequalities (5.2) hold for any
positive element of A`θ . The proof is complete. 
We let Hν be the Hilbert space given by the completion of Aθ with respect of the pre-inner
product,
xu|vyν :“ ϕνpv˚uq “ τpv˚uνq “ τpuνv˚q, u, v P Aθ.
This inner product is a scalar multiple of the inner product obtained from the GNS construction
for the state ϕ˜ν :“ 1ϕνp1qϕν “ 1τpνqϕν . In particular, the multiplication law of Aθ uniquely extends
to a left action of Aθ on Hν by bounded operators. In addition, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that,
for all u P Aθ, we have
}ν´1}´1 xu|uy ď xu|uyν ď }ν} xu|uy .
Therefore, the completions with respect to the pre-inner products x¨|¨y and x¨|¨yν give rise to the
same locally convex space. An explicit unitary isomorphism from Hν onto Hθ is given by the
right-multiplication by
?
ν, since, for all u, v P Aθ, we have
xu|vyν “ τ
“pu?νqpv?νq˚‰ “ @u?ν|v?νD .
We also denote by Hoν the completion of Aθ with respect to the “opposite” pre-inner product,
xu|vyoν :“ ϕνpv˚ ˝ uq “ τpv˚ ˝ u ˝ νq “ τpνuv˚q “ τpv˚νuq, u, v P Aθ.
This inner product is a constant multiple of the inner product that arises from the GNS con-
struction for the state ϕ˜ν and the opposite algebra A
o
θ. As above H
o
ν and its locally convex
topology do not depend on ν and an explicit unitary isomorphism from Hoν onto Hθ is given by
the left-multiplication by
?
ν (i.e., the right-multiplication with respect to the opposite product).
Let σν : Aθ Ñ Aθ be the inner automorphism given by
σνpxq “ ν 12xν´ 12 , x P Aθ,
Then it follows from the discussion above that, for all u and v in Aθ, we have
xu|vyoν “
A
ν
1
2u|ν 12 v
E
“
A
ν
1
2 uν´
1
2 |ν 12 vν´ 12
E
ν
“ xσνpuq|σνpvqyν .
Therefore, we arrive at the following statement.
Proposition 5.2. The inner automorphism σν uniquely extends to a unitary isomorphism from
Hoϕ onto Hϕ. In particular, composing the right ˚-action of Aθ on Hoν with σν gives rise to a right
˚-action of Aθ on Hν .
Remark 5.3. The unitary anti-linear involution Jνpaq “ σνpa˚q “ ν 12 a˚ν´ 12 and the operator
∆paq “ σ2νpaq “ νaν´1 are the respective Tomita involution and modular operator of the GNS
construction associated with the state ϕ˜ν . In particular, we have Jνa
˚Jν “ σνpaq for all a P Aθ.
5.2. Inner products on Hermitian modules. Given ν P A``θ , let pE , p¨, ¨qq be a Hermitian
finitely generated projective (left) module over Aθ. Define the map x¨|¨yν : E ˆ E Ñ C by
(5.3) xξ|νyν “ ϕν
“ pξ, ηq ‰ “ τ“ pξ, ηq ν‰, ξ, η P E .
Lemma 5.4. x¨|¨yν is a pre-inner product on E.
Proof. The positivity of the weight ϕν and the sesquilinearity and positivity of the Hermitian
metric p¨, ¨q ensure us that x¨|¨y is a positive sesquilinear map. It only remains to show that x¨|¨y is
definite.
Without loss of generality we may assume that E “ eAmθ with e P MmpAθq, e2 “ e. We
know by Corollary 3.14 that the Hermitian metric is equivalent to the restriction of the canonical
Hermitian metric of Amθ , and so we may further assume that the latter is actually the Hermitian
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metric of E “ eAmθ . In this case x¨|¨y is just the restriction of the inner product of Hmθ , and so it
is positive definite. This completes the proof. 
Definition 5.5. HνpEq is the Hilbert space completion of E with respect to the pre-inner product
x¨|¨yν .
Lemma 5.6. HνpEq and its locally convex topology depend neither on ν, nor on the Hermitian
metric of E.
Proof. Let us denote by x¨|¨y the pre-inner product on E associated with ν “ 1, i.e., xξ|ηy “
τ rpξ, ηqs “ τ rpξ, ηqs, ξ, η P E . Let p¨, ¨q
1
be another Hermitian metric on E and denote by x¨|¨y
1,ν
the pre-inner product (5.3) associated with ν and p¨, ¨q
1
. Thanks to Corollary 3.14 there are
constants c1 ą 0 and c2 ą 0 such that
(5.4) c1 pξ, ξq ď pξ, ξq1 ď c2 pξ, ξq for all ξ P E .
Let ξ P E . Combining (5.4) with the positivity of ϕν gives
c1ϕνrpξ, ξqs ď ϕν rpξ, ξq1s ď c2ϕνrpξ, ξqs.
Combining this with Lemma 5.1 we get
}ν´1}´1c1τ
“ pξ, ξq ‰ ď ϕν“ pξ, ξq1 ‰ ď }ν}c2τ“ pξ, ξq ‰.
As τ rpξ, ξqs “ xξ|ξy and ϕνrpξ, ξq1s “ xξ|ξy1,ν , we see that there are c11 ą 0 and c12 ą 0 such that
c1
1
xξ|ξy ď xξ|ξy
1,ν ď c12 xξ|ξy for all ξ P E .
It then follows that the completions of E with respect to the pre-inner products x¨|¨y and x¨|¨y
1,ν
give rise to the same locally convex topological vector space. This proves the result. 
6. Determinant
The aim of this section is to introduce a notion of determinant on GL`mpAθq. This will be used
in the next section to define the volume of Aθ with respect to an arbitrary Riemannian metric.
It will be convenient to work more generally with a unital involutive subalgebraA of a unital C˚-
algebra A such that A and all the matrix algebras MmpAq, m ě 2, are closed under holomorphic
functional calculus. For instance, we may take A “ Aθ, or more generally we may take A to be
any pre-C˚-algebra.
To define the determinant we shall essentially follow the approach of Fuglede-Kadison [17].
Recall if h P GL`mpCq, then its determinant is given by
(6.1) detphq “ exp “Trplog hq‰.
As in [17], we shall use this formula to define the determinant for matrices in GL`mpAq.
The exponential map exp : A Ñ A is defined by means of the holomorphic functional calculus
or, equivalently, by using the usual power series expansion,
exppxq “
8ÿ
k“0
1
k!
xk, x P A.
In particular, by using this power expansion and the binomial formula it can be shown that
(6.2) exppx ` yq “ exppxq exppyq whenever rx, ys “ 0.
In addition, as A is closed under holomorphic functional calculus, logpxq P A when x P A.
Moreover, if x P A is selfadjoint, then exppxq is selfadjoint and has positive spectrum, and so it
belongs to A``. Thus, if we denote by AR the real subspace of selfadjoint elements of A, then
exppxq P A`` for all x P AR.
Let h P GL`mpAq. Then log h is a normal element of A with real spectrum, and hence it is
selfadjoint. Moreover, as MmpAq is closed under holomorphic functional calculus, we see that
log h P MmpAq. Thus, log h is a selfadjoint element of MmpAq. In addition, we mention the
following additivity property of the logarithm on GL`mpAq.
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Lemma 6.1. Let h, h1 P GL`mpAq be such that rh, h1s “ 0. Then hh1 P GL`mpAq and we have
(6.3) logphh1q “ logphq ` logph1q.
Proof. It is well known that as h and h1 are positive and commute, their product hh1 is positive,
since in this case hh1 “ h 12h1h 12 “ ph 12 ph1q 12 q2. As hh1 is invertible, we then see that hh1 P GL`mpAq.
Bearing this in mind, let B be the unital Banach algebra generated by h and h1. As h and h1 are
selfadjoint this is actually a C˚-algebra. Moreover, as rh, h1s “ 0 we see that B is a commutative.
In particular, the identity map is a trace. The formula (6.3) then follows from [3, Appendix,
Lemma 5] and [9, Lemme 1-(a)] (see also [17]). The proof is complete. 
As we have just seen, if h P GL`mpAq, then log h is a selfadjoint element of MmpAq. This implies
that the trace Trrloghs is a selfadjoint element of A, and so by taking the exponential we obtain
an element of A``.
Definition 6.2. The determinant det : GL`mpAq Ñ A`` is defined by
detphq “ exp “Trplog hq‰, h P GL`mpAq.
Remark 6.3. The value of det h depends only on the holomorphic functional calculus closure of
the algebra generated by the entries of h.
Proposition 6.4. The following holds.
(1) We have
(6.4) detpkImq “ km @k P A``,
(2) Let h P GL`mpAq. Then
detpthq “ tm detphq @t ą 0,
detphsq “ pdethqs @s P R.
Proof. Let k P A``. As TrrlogpkImqs “ Trrplog kqIms “ m log k, we have
detpkImq “ exp
`
m log k
˘ “ ` expplog kq˘m “ km.
Let h P GL`mpAq and t ą 0. As logptzq “ log t` log z, we see that logpthq “ log t` log h, and
so we have
detpthq “ exp `Trrlogpthqs˘ “ exp `m log t` Trrloghs˘.
As exppm log t` zq “ tm exppzq for all z P C, we also have
exp
`
m log t` Trrlog hs˘ “ tm exp `Trrlog hs˘ “ tm detphq.
It then follows that detpthq “ tm detphq.
Let s P R. As logpzsq “ s log z we have logphsq “ s log h. In addition, as exppszq “ pexppzqqs
for all z P C, we have exppsxq “ pexpxqs for all x P A. Thus,
detphsq “ exp `Trrlogphsqs˘ “ exp `sTrrloghs˘ “ “exp `Trrloghs˘‰s “ pdet hqs.
The proof is complete. 
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that A is commutative. Then, for all h “ phijq P GL`mpAq, we have
(6.5) detphq “
ÿ
σPSm
εpσqh1σp1q ¨ ¨ ¨hmσpmq,
where Sm is the permutation group of t1, . . . ,mu.
Proof. As A is a commutative unital C˚-algebra, we may assume that A “ CpXq for some com-
pact Hausdorff topological space. In that case MmpCpXqq “ CpX,MmpCqq and GL`mpCpXqq “
CpX,GL`mpCqq. If hpxq “ phijpxqq is in CpX,GL`mpCqq, then plog hqpxq “ logrhpxqs. Thus, by
using (6.1) we get
pdethqpxq “ exp `Tr “ logphpxqq‰˘ “ detrhpxqs “ ÿ
σPSm
εpσqh1σp1qpxq ¨ ¨ ¨hmσpmqpxq.
This proves the result. 
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We define notions of comptatibility and self-compatibility of matrices with entries in A in the
same was way as in Definition 4.7. All the properties of these matrices proved in Section 4 hold
verbatim in the setting of matrices with entries in A.
Corollary 6.6. Let h P GL`mpAq be self-compatible. Then detphq is given by (6.5).
Proof. Let B be the unital algebra generated by the entries hij of h. The fact that h is selfadjoint
means that h˚ij “ hji. Therefore, the sub-algebra B is involutive and its closure B “ B is a
commutative unital C˚-algebra. It then follows from Proposition 6.5 that detphq is given by (6.5).
The proof is complete. 
Lemma 6.7. Let h P GL`mpAq and h1 P GL`m1pAq be compatible. Then
“
detphq, detph1q‰ “ 0.
Proof. As h and h1 are compatible, we know by Lemma 4.8 logphq and logph1q are compatible.
This means that each entry of logphq commutes with every entry of logph1q. This implies that
rTrrlogphqs,Trrlogph1qss “ 0. It then follows from (6.2) that detphq “ exppTrrlogphqsq and detph1q “
exppTrrlogph1qsq commute with each other. The lemma is proved. 
Proposition 6.8. Let h P GL`mpAq be block-diagonal, i.e.,
h “
¨
˚˝h
p1q 0
. . .
0 hpℓq
˛
‹‚, hpjq P GL`mj pAq.
Assume further that hpiq and hpjq are compatible for i ‰ j. Then
detphq “ detphp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ detphpℓqq.
Proof. It is enough to prove the result when ℓ “ 2, since once this case is proved the general result
follows by induction. Assume that ℓ “ 2. Then
Trrlog hs “ Tr
ˆ
log hp1q 0
0 log hp2q
˙
“ Tr “ log hp1q‰` Tr “ log hp2q‰.
Therefore, we have detphq “ exppTrrlog hsq “ exppTrrlog hp1qs `Trrloghp2qsq. As hp1q and hp2q are
compatible, we know from the proof of Lemma 6.7 that Trrloghp1qs and Trrlog hp2qs commute with
each other. Thus, by using (6.2) we get
(6.6) detphq “ exp `Trrloghp1qs˘ exp `Trrlog hp2qs˘ “ detphp1qqdetphp2qq.
This completes the proof. 
Because Tr is not a trace onMmpAq unless A is commutative, we cannot expect the determinant
on GL`mpAq to be multipicative in general (compare [17]). Nevertheless, we have the following
results.
Proposition 6.9. Suppose that h, h1 P GL`mpAq are compatible and commute with each other.
Then hh1 P GL`mpAq and we have
detphh1q “ detphqdetph1q “ detph1qdetphq.
Proof. As h and h1 are compatible, we know by Lemma 6.7 that detphqdetph1q “ detph1qdetphq.
Moreover, as rh, h1s “ 0 Lemma 6.1 ensures us that hh1 P GL`mpAq and logphh1q “ logphq` logph1q.
Thus, detphh1q “ exppTrrlog hs ` Trrlog h1sq. In addition, as h and h1 are compatible in the same
way as in (6.6) we get
detphh1q “ exp `Trrloghs˘ exp `Trrlog h1s˘ “ detphqdetph1q.
The proof is complete. 
Proposition 6.10. Let h P GL`mpAq and u P GLmpAq be compatible and self-compatible. Assume
further that u and u˚ are compatible with each other. Then
detpu˚huq “ detpu˚uqdetphq.
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Proof. Let B be the unital algebra generated by the entries of h, u and u˚. We observe that
these entries form an involutive generator set, since h is selfadjoint and the entries of u˚ (resp.,
u) are the adjoints of the entries of u (resp., u˚). By assumption h and u are self-compatible.
Note that the self-compatibility of u implies that u˚ is self-compatible as well. By assumption u
is compatible with h and u˚. As h is selfadjoint we also see that h and u˚ are compatible. It
then follows that the entries of h, u and u˚ form a commutative involutive generator set of B.
Therefore, the unital subalgebra B is involutive and commutative, and so its closure B :“ B is a
commutative C˚-algebra. We then know by Proposition 6.5 that the restriction to GL`mpBq of the
determinant agrees with the usual determinant on a commutative ring. In particular, it enjoys
all the standard properties of the determinant on commutative rings, including multiplicativity.
Thus,
detpu˚huq “ detpu˚qdetphqdetpuq “ detpu˚qdetpuqdetphq “ detpu˚uqdetphq.
This proves the result. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.10 we get the following unitary invariance result.
Corollary 6.11. Let h P GL`mpAq and u P GLmpAq be compatible and self-compatible. Assume
further that u is unitary, i.e., u˚u “ uu˚ “ 1. Then
detpu˚huq “ detphq.
7. Riemannian Densities and Riemannian Volume
In this section, we introduce a notion of Riemannian densities and Riemann volume on Aθ for
arbitrary Riemannian metrics.
Recall that if g “ pgijpxqq is a Riemannian metric on an ordinary manifold Mn, then its
Riemannian density is given by the integration against
a
detpgpxqq. When M is compact, its
volume with respect to g is defined by
VolgpMq :“
ż
M
a
detpgpxqqdnx.
Let g P GL`n pARθ q be a Riemannian metric on Aθ. As defined in the previous section, the
determinant detpgq “ exppTrrlog gsq is an element of A``θ . As explained in Section 5, elements
ν P A``θ and their associated weights ϕν given by (5.1) are the analogues of (smooth) densities
on ordinary manifolds. This leads us to the following.
Definition 7.1. The Riemannian density of g is
νpgq :“
a
detpgq “ exp
ˆ
1
2
Trrlog gs
˙
P A``θ .
The Riemannian weight of g is the weight ϕg :“ ϕνpgq, i.e.,
ϕgpuq “ τ ruνpgqs , u P Aθ.
This allows us to define the Riemannian volume as follows.
Definition 7.2. The Riemannian volume of Aθ with respect to g is
VolgpAθq :“ ϕgp1q “ τ rνpgqs .
Example 7.3. If g “ k2δij , k P A``θ , is a conformal deformation of the Euclidean metric, then
by (6.4) we have
(7.1) νpgq “
a
detpk2Inq “
?
k2n “ kn.
Proposition 7.4. Let g be a product metric of the form,
g “
¨
˚˝g
p1q 0
. . .
0 gpℓq
˛
‹‚, gpjq P GL`mj pARθ q,
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where gp1q, . . . , gpℓq are mutually compatible. Then, we have
νpgq “ ν`gp1q˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ν`gpℓq˘.
Proof. We know by Proposition 6.8 that detpgq “ detpgp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ detpgpℓqq. As detpgp1qq, ... , detpgpℓqq
mutually commute with each other (cf. Lemma 6.7), we get
(7.2) νpgq “
b
detpgp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ detpgpℓqq “
b
detpgp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨
b
detpgpℓqq “ ν`gp1q˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ν`gpℓq˘.
The result is proved. 
Example 7.5. Let g be a product of conformal deformations of the Euclidean metric, i.e.,
g “
ˆ
k21Im1 0
0 k2
2
Im2
˙
, kj P A``θ .
If rk1, k2s “ 0, then by using Proposition 7.4 and (7.1) we get
νpgq “ νpk2
1
Im1qνpk22Im2q “ km11 km22 .
Proposition 7.6. Let g P GL`n pARθ q and k P A``θ be such that rk, gs “ 0. Then, we have
νpk2gq “ knνpgq “ νpgqkn.
Proof. As rk, gs “ 0 the matrices k2In and g satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 6.9. Combining
this with (6.4) we get
detpk2gq “ detpk2Inqdetpgq “ k2n detpgq.
Note that rk, detpgqs “ 0 (cf. Lemma 6.7). Therefore, in the same way as in (7.2) we have
νpk2gq “
a
k2n detpgq “ kn
a
detpgq “ knνpgq.
The proof is complete. 
Proposition 7.7. Let g P GL`n pARθ q and u P GLnpARθ q be compatible and self-compatible. Then,
νputguq “ νputuqνpgq “ νpgqνputuq.
If we further assume u to be orthogonal, i.e., utu “ uut “ 1, then we have
νputguq “ νpgq and VolutgupAθq “ VolgpAθq.
Proof. We know by Lemma 4.10 that utu and utgu are both elements of GL`n pARθ q. Moreover,
as g is compatible with u, it is also compatible with utu, and so Lemma 6.7 ensures us that
rdetputuq, detpgqs “ 0. In addition, as ut “ u˚ the assumptions of Proposition 6.10 are satisfied,
and so we have detputguq “ detputuqdetpgq, and hence νputguq “ νputuqνpgq “ νpgqνputuq.
Assume further that u is orthogonal. Then utu “ 1, and so νputuq “
a
detp1q “ ?1 “ 1. Thus
νputguq “ νpgq, and hence VolutgupAθq “ VolgpAθq. The proof is complete. 
Remark 7.8. When pE , p¨, ¨qq is a Hermitian module over Aθ, we shall simply denote by HgpEq the
Hilbert space HνpgqpEq.
8. Differential 1-Forms and Divergence Operator
In this section, we describe the bimodule of differential 1-forms on the noncommutative torus
Aθ and introduce a divergence operator on this bimodule.
As we think of the module Xθ as the module of vector fields on Aθ, we define 1-forms as
elements of the dual of Xθ.
Definition 8.1. Ω1θ is the dual module HomAθ pXθ,Aθq.
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By definition Ω1θ is a right module over Aθ. This is a free module; a basis is provided by the
dual basis pθ1, . . . , θnq of the basis pB1, . . . , Bnq of Xθ. That is,@
θi, Bj
D “ δij , i, j “ 1, . . . , n.
Thus, any ω P Ω1θ has a unique decomposition ω “
ř
θiωi with ωi “ xω, Biy. We also have a
left-action of Aθ on Ω
1
θ given by
aω “
ÿ
1ďiďn
θipaωiq, a P Aθ, ω “
ÿ
θiωi P Ω1θ.
This left action is compatible with the right action ofAθ, and so this turns Ω
θ
1 into an Aθ-bimodule.
Note also that with respect to this left action we have aθi “ θia, a P Aθ. Thus, for any ω P Ω1θ,
we have
ω “
ÿ
1ďiďn
θiωi “
ÿ
1ďiďn
ωiθ
i, ωi “ xω, Biy .
Definition 8.2. The differential of any u P Aθ is
du :“
ÿ
1ďiďn
θiBipuq P Ω1θ.
Proposition 8.3. The following holds.
(1) Leibniz Rule: for all u, v P Aθ, we have
dpuvq “ pduqv ` updvq.
(2) Let u P Aθ. Then du “ 0 if and only if u P C. That is, ker d “ C.
Proof. Let u, v P Aθ. We have dpuvq “
ř
θiBipuvq. As B1, . . . , Bn are derivations of the algebra
Aθ, we have
dpuvq “
ÿ
1ďiďn
θipBiuqv `
ÿ
1ďiďn
θiupBivq “ pduqv ` updvq.
It remains to show that ker d “ C. We have dp1q “ 0, and so C Ă kerd. Conversely, let
u P ker d, i.e., řj θjBjpuq “ 0. As θ1, . . . , θn form a basis of the right module Ω1θ, we see that
Bjpuq “ 0 for j “ 1, . . . , n. Set u “
ř
k ukU
k. Then 0 “ Bjpuq “
ř
k ikjukU
k, and so uk “ 0
whenever kj ‰ 0. As this is holds for j “ 1, . . . , n, we deduce that uk “ 0 whenever k ‰ 0. That
is, u “ u0 P C. Therefore, we see that ker d “ C. The proof is complete. 
In the same way as on Xθ, any h P GL`n pAθq defines a Hermitian metric p¨, ¨qh on Ω1θ. Namely,
given ω “ ř θiωi and ζ “ ř θiζi in Ω1θ, we have
pω, ζqh “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ωi ˝ hij ˝ ζ˚j “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ζ˚j hijωi “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ζ˚i h
˚
ijωj .
where we have used the fact that hij “ h˚ji to get the last equality. Conversely, any Hermitian
metric on Ω1θ is of this form.
Let h P GL`pAθq. The nondegeneracy of the Hermitian metric p¨, ¨qh on Xθ means that, for
every 1-form ω P Ω1θ, there is a unique vector field Xhω P Xθ such that
xω, Y y “ `Y,Xhω˘h for all Y P Xθ.
The dual Hermitian metric p¨, ¨q1h on Ω1θ is then given by
(8.1) pω, ζq1h “
`
Xhζ , X
h
ω
˘
h
, ω, ζ P Ω1θ.
Set h´1 “ phijq. Note that h´1 P GL`n pAθq.
Lemma 8.4. For all ω “ ři θiωi and ζ “ ři θiζi in Ω1θ, we have
Xhω “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ω˚j h
jiBi,(8.2)
pω, ζq1h “ pω, ζqph´1qt “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ζ˚i h
ijωj.(8.3)
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Proof. Let us denote by Φ the anti-linear isomorphism Xθ Q X Ñ p¨, Xqh P Ω1θ defined by the
Hermitian metric p¨, ¨qh. Let ω “
ř
i θ
iωi P Ω1θ. By definition, we have
(8.4) Xhω “ Φ´1pωq “
ÿ
1ďiďn
Φ´1
`
θiωi
˘ “ ÿ
1ďiďn
ω˚i Φ
´1
`
θi
˘
.
For i “ 1, . . . , n, we have
ΦpBiq “
ÿ
1ďjďn
θj xΦpBiq, Bjy “
ÿ
1ďjďn
θj pBj , Biqh “
ÿ
1ďjďn
θjhji.
It then follows that Φ´1pθiq “ řnj“1 hijBj. Indeed, as h is selfadjoint, we have
Φ
` ÿ
1ďjďn
hijBj
˘ “ ÿ
1ďjďn
ΦpBjqphijq˚ “
ÿ
1ďj,kďn
θkhkjh
ji “ θi.
By using (8.4) we then get
Xhω “
ÿ
1ďiďn
ω˚i Φ
´1
`
θi
˘ “ ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ω˚i h
ijBj “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ω˚j h
jiBi.
This gives (8.2).
Let ζ “ ř θiζi P Ω1θ. In view of (8.1) we have
pω, ζq1h “
`
Xhζ , X
h
ω
˘
h
“
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
pXhζ qihijpXhωq˚j .
Therefore, by using (8.2) we see that pω, ζq1h is equal toÿ
1ďi,jďn
ÿ
1ďk,lďn
`
ζ˚k h
ki
˘
hij
`
ω˚l h
lj
˘˚ “ ÿ
1ďk,lďn
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ζ˚k h
kihijphljq˚ωl “
ÿ
1ďk,lďn
ζ˚k h
klωl.
This proves (8.3). The proof is complete. 
From now on we let ν P A``θ . As mentioned above the lack of unitarity of the right action
of Aθ on H
0
ν is corrected by means of the inner automorphism σνpxq “ ν
1
2xν´
1
2 . This inner
automorphism makes sense on any bimodule over Aθ, including Ω
1
θ and MnpAθq. For instance,
for any 1-form ω “ ř θiωi, we have
(8.5) σνpωq “ ν 12ων´ 12 “
ÿ
θiν
1
2ωiν
´ 1
2 .
In what follows, we let x¨|¨yoh,ν be the pre-inner product on Ω1θ defined by
xω|ζyoh,ν “ ϕν
“ pσνpωq, σνpζqqph´1qt‰, ω, ζ P Ω1θ.
Lemma 8.5. For all ω “ ř θiωi and ζ “ ř θiζi in Ω1θ, we have
(8.6) xω|ζyoh,ν “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
τ
“
ζ˚i ν
1
2 hijν
1
2ωj
‰
.
Proof. By definition xω|ζyoh,ν “ ϕν rpσνpωq, σνpζqqph´1qt s “ τ rpσνpωq, σνpζqqph´1qt νs. In view
of (8.3) and (8.5) we have
pσνpωq, σνpζqqph´1qt ν “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
`
ν
1
2 ζiν
´ 1
2
˘˚
hij
`
ν
1
2ωjν
´ 1
2
˘
ν
“
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ν´
1
2
`
ζ˚i ν
1
2hijν
1
2ωj
˘
ν
1
2 .
As τ is a trace we obtain
xω|ζyoh,ν “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
τ
“
ν´
1
2
`
ζ˚i ν
1
2hijν
1
2ωj
˘
ν
1
2
‰ “ ÿ
1ďi,jďn
τ
“
ζ˚i ν
1
2 hijν
1
2ωj
‰
.
The lemma is proved. 
Definition 8.6. Hoh,νpΩ1θq is the completion of Ω1θ with respect to the inner product xω|ζyoh,ν .
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Remark 8.7. In the same way as with Lemma 5.6 it can be shown that Hoh,νpΩ1θq and its locally
convex space structure do not depend on ν or h.
Remark 8.8. When g P GL`n pARθ q we denote by x¨|¨yog the inner product x¨|¨yog,νpgq. We shall also
denote by HgpΩ1θq the Hilbert space Hog,νpgqpΩ1θq.
Let us now construct the divergence operator on Ω1θ.
Definition 8.9. The divergence (with respect to ν) of any X “ řX iBi P Xθ is
divνpXq :“
ÿ
1ďiďn
Bi
`
X iν
˘
ν´1.
Proposition 8.10. The following holds.
(1) ϕνpdivνpXqq “ 0 for all X P Xθ.
(2) Leibniz Rule: For all u P Aθ and X “
ř
iX
iBi P Xθ, we have
divνpuXq “ ∇u ¨X ` u divνpXq,
where we have set ∇u ¨X “ ři BipuqX i.
Proof. Let X “ řiX iBi P Xθ. By using (2.5) we get
ϕνpdivνpXqq “
ÿ
1ďiďn
τ
“Bi`X iν˘ν´1 ¨ ν‰ “ ÿ
1ďiďn
τ
“Bi`X iν˘‰ “ 0.
In addition, let u P Aθ. We have divνpuXq “
ř
i BipuX iνqν´1. As BipuX iνqν´1 “ BipuqX i `
uBipX iνqν´1, we get
divνpuXq “
ÿ
1ďiďn
BipuqX i `
ÿ
1ďiďn
uBipX iνqν´1 “ ∇u ¨X ` u divνpXq.
The proof is complete. 
Definition 8.11. The divergence operator δ : Ω1θ Ñ Aθ is the linear operator defined by
(8.7) δω “ ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`
ν
1
2 hijν
1
2ωj
˘
, ω “
ÿ
1ďiďn
θiωi P Ω1θ.
The fact that δ is the analogue on Ω1θ of the divergence operator on 1-forms on ordinary
manifolds stems from the following result.
Proposition 8.12. The following holds.
(1) The operator ´δ is the formal adjoint of the differential d : Aθ Ñ Ω1θ with respect to the
inner products x¨|¨yoν and x¨|¨yoh,ν . That is, we have
(8.8) x´δω|uyoν “ xω|duyoh,ν for all ω P Ω1θ and u P Aθ.
(2) For all ω “ ř θiωi in Ω1θ, we have
δω “ “ divνpXh,νω q‰˚, where Xh,νω “ÿ
i
ω˚j ν
1
2hjiν´
1
2 Bi.
In particular, δω “ rdivνpXhωqs˚ when rh, νs “ 0.
Proof. Let ω “ ř θiωi P Ω1θ and u P Aθ. As du “ ř θiBipuq, by using (8.6) we get
xω|duyoh,ν “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
τ
“pBiuq˚ν 12 hijν 12ωj‰.
It follows from (2.4) and (2.6) that we have
τ
“pBiuq˚ν 12 hijν 12ωj‰ “ τ“Bipu˚qν 12hijν 12ωj‰ “ ´τ
”
u˚Bi
`
ν
1
2hijν
1
2ωj
˘ı
.
As by definition δω “ ν´1ři,j Bipν 12 hijν 12ωjq, we see that, for all u P Aθ, we have
xω|duyoh,ν “ ´
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
τ
”
u˚Bi
`
ν
1
2 hijν
1
2ωj
˘ı “ ´τ“u˚νpδωq‰ “ x´δω|uyoν .
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This shows that ´δ is the formal adjoint of d. Note that the unicity of the formal adjoint is a
consequence of the density of Aθ in H
o
ν .
We also observe that pδωq˚ is equal toÿ
1ďi,jďn
”
Bi
`
ν
1
2hijν
1
2ωj
˘ı˚
ν´1 “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`
ω˚j ν
1
2 phijq˚ν 12 ˘ν´1
“
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`
ω˚j ν
1
2hjiν´
1
2 ¨ ν˘ν´1.
Thus, if we set Xh,νω “
ř
i,j ω
˚
j ν
1
2 hjiν´
1
2 Bi, then pδωq˚ “ divνpXh,νω q, i.e., δω “ rdivνpXh,νω qs˚.
Futhermore, if rν, hs “ 0, then by using (8.2) we get Xh,νω “
ř
i,j ω
˚
j h
ijBi “ Xhω , and hence
δω “ rdivνpXhωqs˚. The proof is complete. 
9. Laplace-Beltrami Operators
In this section, we define and study the main properties of Laplace-Beltrami operators associated
with arbitrary Hermitian metrics and densities on Aθ.
9.1. Definition and examples. In what follows we let h P GL`n pAθq and ν P A``θ . We also let
δ : Ω1θ Ñ Aθ be the divergence operator (8.7) associated with ph, νq.
Definition 9.1. The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆h,ν : Aθ Ñ Aθ is defined by
(9.1) ∆h,νpuq “ ´δpduq, u P Aθ.
Remark 9.2. When g P GL`n pARθ q we shall denote by ∆g the operator ∆g,νpgq. This is the Laplace-
Beltrami operator associated with the Riemannian metric g.
Recall that in the terminology of [2] a differential operator of order m is any linear operator
P : Aθ Ñ Aθ of the form,
P “
ÿ
|α|ďm
aαBα, aα P Aθ.
The symbol of P is ρpξq :“ ř|α|ďm aαi|α|ξα, ξ P Rn. This is a polynomial map on Rn with
coefficients in Aθ of degree m. The degree m component ρmpξq :“
ř
|α|“m aαi
mξα is called the
principal symbol of P .
We say that P is elliptic when the principal symbol ρmpξq is invertible for all ξ P Rnz0. In this
case ρmpξq´1 P C8pRnz0;Aθq and P admits a parametrix in the class of Connes’ pseudodifferential
operators on Aθ (see [1, 2, 20, 21]). We refer to these references for general properties of elliptic
operators on noncommutative tori.
Proposition 9.3. The following holds.
(1) We have
x∆h,νu|vyoν “ xdu|dvyoh,ν , u, v P Aθ.
(2) For all u P Aθ, we have
∆h,νu “ ´ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`?
νhij
?
νBjpuq
˘
“ ´
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ν´
1
2 hijν
1
2 BiBjpuq ´ ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`?
νhij
?
ν
˘Bjpuq.(9.2)
(3) ∆h,ν is an elliptic 2nd order differential operator with principal symbol ρ2pξq “ ν´ 12 pξ, ξqh´1ν 12 .
Proof. Let u, v P Aθ. It follows from (8.8) that
(9.3) x∆h,νu|vyoν “ x´δpduq|vyoν “ xdu|dvyoh,ν .
Moreover, as du “ ř θiBipuq, by using (8.7) we get
∆h,νu “ ´δpduq “ ´ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`?
νhij
?
νBjpuq
˘
.
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As Bip
?
νhij
?
νBjpuqq “
?
νhij
?
νBiBjpuq ` Bip
?
νhij
?
νqBjpuq, we get
∆h,νu “ ´
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ν´
1
2 hijν
1
2 BiBjpuq ´ ν´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`?
νhij
?
ν
˘Bjpuq.
In particular, we see that ∆h,ν is a 2nd order differential operator with principal symbol,
ρ2pξq “
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ν´
1
2hijν
1
2 ξiξj “ ν´ 12 pξ, ξqh´1ν
1
2 .
Let ξ P Rnz0. As h´1 P GL`n pAθq, we know by Corollary 3.13 that pξ, ξqh´1 is in A``θ . In
particular, it is invertible, and so ρ2pξq “ ν´ 12 pξ, ξqh´1ν 12 is invertible as well. This shows that
∆h,ν is elliptic. The proof is complete. 
Remark 9.4. Let g P GL`n pARθ q. When ν “ νpgq the formulas (9.2) give
(9.4) ∆gu “ ´νpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`a
νpgqgij
a
νpgqBjpuq
˘
, u P Aθ.
Assume further that g is self-compatible. Its determinant belongs to the commutative unital
C˚-algebra generated by it entries. Then
a
νpgq belongs to this C˚-algebra as well, and so
r
a
νpgq, gs “ 0. This implies that r
a
νpgq, g´1s “ 0, i.e.,
a
νpgq commutes with the entries of g´1.
Thus, in this case we can rewrite (9.4) in the form,
(9.5) ∆gu “ ´1a
detpgq
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`a
detpgqgijBjpuq
˘
, u P Aθ.
Here detpgq is given by (6.5), since g is self-compatible (cf. Corollary 6.6). Therefore, we recover
the standard formula for the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with a Riemannian metric.
Example 9.5. Let g “ δij be the Euclidean metric. Then detpgq “ 1 and gij “ δij . Thus, in this
case (9.5) gives
∆g “ ´
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
BiδijBj “ ´
ÿ
1ďiďn
B2i .
Therefore, we recover the usual Laplace operator ∆ :“ ´B21 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ B2n on Aθ.
Example 9.6. Let gij “ k2δij , k P A``θ , be a conformal deformation of the Euclidean metric.Then
gij “ k´2δij and we know by Proposition 6.4 that detpgq “ k2n. Thus, by using (9.5) we get
∆gu “ ´k´n
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bj
`
knk´2δijBjpuq
˘ “ ´k´n ÿ
1ďiďn
Bi
`
kn´2Bipuq
˘
.
As Bipkn´2Bipuqq “ kn´2B2i puq ` Bipkn´2qBipuq, we obtain
∆gu “ ´k´2
ÿ
1ďiďn
B2i puq ´
ÿ
1ďiďn
k´nBipkn´2qBipuq “ k´2∆u´
ÿ
1ďiďn
k´nBipkn´2qBipuq.
Suppose that n “ 2. In this case kn´2 “ 1, and so Bipkn´2q “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n. Thus, we get
∆g “ k´2∆.
Here νpgq “ k2, and so the left-multiplication by k gives rise to a unitary isomorphism from Hog
onto Hθ. Therefore, ∆g is unitary equivalent to the operator,
k∆gk
´1 “ k´1∆k´1.
Thus, up to unitary equivalence, we recover the conformally deformed Laplacian k´1∆k´1 of
Connes-Tretkoff [7]. This operator was also considered in several subsequent papers (see, e.g.,
[6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25]).
Example 9.7. Suppose that n “ 2 and g is a product metric of the form,
g “
ˆpk1q2 0
0 pk2q2
˙
, kj P A``θ .
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We have
g´1 “
ˆ
k´2
1
0
0 k´2
2
˙
.
Assume further that rk1, k2s “ 0. In this case detpgq “ pk1q2pk2q2 “ pk1k2q2. Thus, by using (9.5)
we get
´∆gu “ 1
k1k2
ÿ
1ďi,jď2
Bi
`
k1k2g
ijBjpuq
˘
“ 1
k1k2
`B1“k2k´11 B1puq‰` B2“k1k´12 B2puq‰˘
“ k´2
1
B2
1
puq ` k´2
2
B2
2
puq ` 1
k1k2
`B1“k2k´11 ‰B1puq ` B2“k1k´12 ‰B2puq˘ .
Proposition 9.8. Let g P GL`n pARθ q and k P A``θ be such that rk, gs “ 0. Set gˆ “ kgk “ k2g.
Then
∆gˆu “ k´2∆gu´ νpgq´1k´n
´a
νpgqdu,
a
νpgqdpkn´2q
¯
g´1
, u P Aθ.
In pariticular, when n “ 2 we have
(9.6) ∆gˆ “ k´2∆g.
Proof. Let u P Aθ. As rk, gs “ 0 we have gˆ´1 “ k´2g´1, i.e., gˆij “ k´2gij . We also know by
Proposition 7.6 that νpgˆq “ knνpgq “ νpgqkn, and so aνpgq “ k n2aνpgq “aνpgqk n2 . Combining
this with (9.4) then gives
∆gˆu “´ k´nνpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
“a
νpgqk n2 k´2gijk n2
a
νpgqBjpuq
‰
“´ k´nνpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
“
kn´2
a
νpgqgij
a
νpgqBjpuq
‰
“´ k´2νpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
“a
νpgqgij
a
νpgqBjpuq
‰
´ k´nνpgq´1
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
Bi
`
kn´2
˘a
νpgqgij
a
νpgqBjpuq
“k´2∆gpuq ´ νpgq´1k´n
´a
νpgqdu,
a
νpgqdpkn´2q
¯
g´1
.
When n “ 2, in the same way as with Example 9.6, we have dpkn´2q “ dp1q “ 0, and so we simply
get ∆gˆu “ k´2∆gu. This completes the proof. 
Remark 9.9. Example 9.6 is a special case of Proposition 9.8 with gij “ δij .
Remark 9.10. The transformation law (9.6) is the version for noncommutative 2-tori of the con-
formal covariance of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Riemann surfaces.
9.2. Elliptic regularity properties. Let A1θ be the topological dual of Aθ. We equip it with
its strong dual topology. We think of A1θ as the space of distributions on Aθ. We note there is a
natural inclusion of Aθ into A
1
θ induced by the natural pairing,
(9.7) xv, uy :“ τ“vu‰, u, v P Aθ.
More precisely, xv, ¨y P A1θ and v Ñ xv, ¨y is a continuous embedding from Aθ into A1θ. This allows
us to identify Aθ with its image in A
1
θ under this embedding. Note that every v P A1θ is sum of
its Fourier series in A1θ. Namely,
(9.8) v “
ÿ
kPZn
vkU
k, vk :“
@
v, pUkq˚D ,
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where the series converges in A1θ (see, e.g., [21, 32]). In particular, this implies that Aθ is dense in
A1θ. In addition, every differential operator P : Aθ Ñ Aθ uniquely extends to a continuous linear
operator P : A1θ Ñ A1θ (see, e.g., [21]). In particular, for any α P Nn0 , we have
xBαv, uy “ p´1q|α| xv, Bαuy , v P A1θ, u P Aθ.
Given any s P R the Sobolev space Hpsqθ is defined by
H
psq
θ “
"
v P A1θ;
ÿ
kPZn
p1` |k|2qs|vk|2 ă 8
*
.
This is a Hilbert space with respect to the Hilbert norm,
}v}s “
ˆ ÿ
kPZn
p1` |k|2qs|vk|2
˙ 1
2
, v P Hpsqθ .
For s “ 0 we recover the Hilbert space Hθ. More generally, given any m P N, we have
H
pmq
θ “
"
u P Hθ; Bαu P Hθ for |α| ď m
*
.
Let s P R. If v P Hpsqθ , then its Fourier series (9.8) actually converges in Hpsqθ . This shows that
Aθ is a dense subspace of H
psq
θ . In addition, the natural pairing (9.7) on AθˆAθ uniquely extends
to a continuous bilinear pairing on H
p´sq
θ ˆHpsqθ . This pairing is non-degenerate, and so we have
a canonical isomorphism pHpsqθ q1 » Hp´sqθ .
We also have an analogue of Sobolev’s embedding theorem. If t ą s, then the inclusion Hptqθ Ă
H
psq
θ is compact. Moreover, we have
Aθ “
č
sPR
H
psq
θ and
ď
sPR
H
psq
θ “ A1θ.
In fact, at the topological level, the Sobolev norms } ¨ }s, s P R, generate the topology of Aθ.
Moreover, the strong topology of A1θ is the direct limit of the } ¨ }s topologies.
We refer to [21, 31, 32] for more complete accounts on Sobolev spaces on noncommutative tori,
including proofs for the results mentioned above.
Let h P GL`mpAθq and ν P A``θ . As the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆h,ν is a differential
operator, it uniquely extends to a continuous linear operator ∆h,ν : A
1
θ Ñ A1θ. In fact, by
Proposition 9.3 this is an elliptic 2nd order operator, and so the elliptic regularity results for such
operators in [21] apply. We summarize them in the following statement.
Proposition 9.11. The following holds.
(1) For every s P R, the operator ∆h,ν uniquely extends to a continuous linear operator ∆h,ν :
H
ps`2q
θ Ñ Hpsqθ .
(2) Let s P R. For any u P A1θ, we have
(9.9) ∆h,νu P Hpsqθ ðñ u P Hps`2qθ .
(3) The operator ∆h,ν is hypoelliptic, i.e., for any u P A1θ, we have
∆h,νu P Aθ ðñ u P Aθ.
9.3. Spectral theory. Let us now turn to the spectral theory of ∆h,ν . As H
o
ν is the same locally
convex space as Hθ “ Hp0qθ , the pairing (9.7) gives rise to a non-degenerate pairing on Hoν . This
pairing is related to the inner product x¨|¨yoν as follows. Given any u, v P Aθ, we have
xu, vy “ τ rvus “ τ“pν´1v˚q˚νu‰ “ @u|ν´1v˚Do
ν
.
Combining this with the density of Aθ in H
o
ν , we deduce that
(9.10) xu, vy “ @u|ν´1v˚Do
ν
for all u, v P Hoν .
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Bearing this in mind, by Proposition 9.11 the operator ∆h,ν maps continuously H
p2q
θ to H
o
ν and
H
p2q
θ is a maximal domain for ∆h,ν on H
o
ν . We actually have the following result.
Proposition 9.12. The following holds.
(1) ∆h,ν is selfadjoint when we regard it as an operator on H
o
ν with domain H
p2q
θ .
(2) The spectrum of ∆h,ν is an unbounded discrete subset of r0,8q that consists of eigenvalues
with finite multiplicity.
(3) Every eigenspace of ∆h,ν is a finite dimensional subspace of Aθ.
Proof. Let us first show that ∆h,ν is selfadjoint. We regard it as an operator on H
o
ν with domain
H
p2q
θ . It follows from (9.3) that ∆h,ν is formally selfadjoint with respect to the inner product x¨|¨yoν .
Namely, for all u, v P Aθ, we have
(9.11) x∆h,νu|vyoν “ xdu|dvyoh,ν “ xdv|duyoh,ν “ x∆h,νv|uyoν “ xu|∆h,νvyoν .
Combining this with the density of Aθ in H
p2q
θ and the fact that ∆h,ν maps continuously H
p2q
θ to
Hoν , we deduce that
x∆h,νu|vyoν “ xu|∆h,νvyoν for all u, v P Hp2qθ .
That is, ∆h,ν is symmetric, i.e., ∆h,ν Ă ∆˚h,ν .
Let u P domp∆˚h,νq. In addition, let puℓqℓě0 Ă Aθ be a sequence such that uℓ Ñ u in Hoν . It
follows from Proposition 9.11 that ∆h,ν maps continuously H
o
ν “ Hp0qθ to Hp´2qθ . Thus, ∆h,νuℓ Ñ
∆h,νu in H
p´2q
θ , and hence ∆h,νuℓ Ñ ∆h,νu in A1θ.
Let v P A1θ, and set v˜ “ ν´1v˚. Then by (9.10) and (9.11) we have
x∆h,νuℓ, vy “ x∆h,νuℓ|v˜yoν “ xuℓ|∆h,ν v˜yoν ÝÑ xu|∆h,ν v˜yoν .
Note that as u P domp∆˚h,νq, we have xu|∆h,ν v˜yoν “ x∆˚h,νu|v˜yoν “ x∆˚h,νu, vy. Therefore, we
see that x∆h,νuℓ, vy Ñ x∆˚h,νu, vy for all v P Aθ, i.e., ∆h,νuℓ Ñ ∆˚h,νu weakly in A1θ. As we
also know that ∆h,νuℓ Ñ ∆h,νu strongly in A1θ, we deduce that ∆h,νu “ ∆˚h,νu. In particular,
∆h,νu is contained in H
o
ν “ Hp0qθ , and so by (9.9) u must be contained in Hp2qθ . This shows that
domp∆˚h,νq Ă Hp2qθ “ domp∆h,νq. As ∆h,ν Ă ∆˚h,ν , it then follows that ∆h,ν “ ∆˚h,ν , i.e., ∆h,ν is
selfadjoint.
Recall that ∆h,ν is an elliptic differential operator. Moreover, the very fact that ∆h,ν is self-
adjoint implies that its spectrum is real. In particular, Spp∆h,νq ‰ C. It then follows from the
results of [21] that Spp∆h,νq is an unbounded discrete set that consists of eigenvalues with finite
multiplicity. Moreover, all its eigenspaces are contained in Aθ. We further observe that (9.3)
implies that x∆h,νu|uyoν ě 0 for all u P Aθ. Thus, ∆h,ν cannot have negative eigenvalues, and so
its spectrum must be contained in r0,8q. The proof is complete. 
Proposition 9.13. We have
ker∆h,ν “ ker d “ C.
Proof. We know by Proposition 8.3 and Proposition 9.12 that ker d “ C and ker∆h,ν Ă Aθ.
Moreover, if du “ 0, then by (9.1) we have ∆h,νu “ ´δpduq “ 0. Thus, ker d Ă ker∆h,ν . In
addition, if u P ker∆h,ν , then u P Aθ, and by (9.3) we have
xdu|duyoh,ν “ x∆h,νu|uyo “ 0.
As x¨|¨yoh,ν is an inner product, it then follows that du “ 0. Thus, ker∆h,ν Ă ker d. It then follows
that ker∆h,ν “ ker d “ C. The proof is complete. 
By Proposition 9.12 the spectrum of ∆h,ν is an unbounded discrete set consisting of non-
negative eigenvalues with finite multiplicities. Moreover, by Proposition 9.13 the zero-eigenvalue
has multiplicity 1. Therefore, we can organize the spectrum of ∆h,ν as a non-decreasing sequence,
0 “ λ0p∆h,νq ă λ1p∆h,νq ď λ2p∆h,νq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λjp∆h,νq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
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where each eigenvalue is repeated according to multiplicity. The unboundedness of Spp∆h,νq
implies that λℓp∆h,νq Ñ 8 as ℓ Ñ8. Moreover, as ∆h,ν is selfadjoint and all its eigenspaces are
contained in Aθ we obtain the following result.
Proposition 9.14. There is an orthonormal basis peℓqℓě0 of Hoν such that, for all ℓ ě 0, we have
∆h,νeℓ “ λℓp∆h,νqeℓ and eℓ P Aθ.
Remark 9.15 ([26]). We have a Weyl law for the distribution of the eigenvalues λℓp∆h,νq. Namely,
(9.12) λℓp∆h,νq „
ˆ
ℓ
cnphq
˙ 2
n
as ℓÑ8,
where we have set
cnphq “ 1
n
ż
Sn´1
τ
“|ξ|´nh ‰ dn´1ξ, |ξ|h :“
a
pξ, ξqh´1 “
bÿ
ξihijξj .
In fact, when g is a self-compatible Riemannian metric, we have
cnphq “ 1
n
|Sn´1|VolgpAθq “ |Bn|VolgpAθq.
Thus, in this case we have the usual form of Weyl’s law. In particular, when n “ 2 and g is a
conformal deformation of the Euclidean metric this agrees with the Weyl Law of [13]. We refer
to [26] for a more detailed account, including local and microlocal versions of the Weyl law (9.12).
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